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The product, Quorum 360 was used to

identify and derive trusted product data

across heterogenous data environments,

enabling transactional, bi-directional

synchronization across downstream product

sources, upstream analytical target systems

and external trading communities.  

The Challenge The Solution

Executive Summary

The challenge arises when
companies have various brands,
SKUs and diversification across
sub-brands and product lines.
This usually results in the use of
multiple cataloguing methods
and inconsistencies.



The Premise

To support all aspects of the

business and drive innovation across

the organisation, a single view of

trusted customer facing product

data is required. 

 

With increasing number of brands,

SKUs, product lines, etc. different

departments use different methods

of cataloguing and aggregating

information, resulting in

inefficiencies and inconsistencies. 

 

 Efforts to harmonize data are

expensive and difficult to scale as

business operations expand.

 



Quorum 360 Capabilities

Nexify’s approach is to align their objectives with the industry standard PIM model
while advocating the following principles:

Single view of trusted customer-facing product data1

2 Support larger product catalogues and diverse product hierarchies

3 Support increasingly demanding channel experience

4 Ensure a consistent cross-channel customer experience

5 Reduce impact to downstream legacy systems and upstream reporting
systems

6 Vocabulary management to define, maintain and distribute product
taxonomies

7 Enable a federated data governance mechanism that allows maintenance
by different company functions and overall administrative control



Quorum 360 Capabilities

The business priority was centred around causing minimal disruption to the existing
systems by integrating and introducing a new product catalogue whilst obtaining a
holistic view of the integrated PIM solution.

Quorum 360 was a perfect fit solution as it:

Integrates multiple product catalogues and their related
transactions as-is without modifying the data; either in source or
in the data warehouse.

Provides proper lineage in terms of identifying the structure of
the catalogues and how they relate to each other through its data
vizualsation UI.  

Allows business users to search, explore products with different
attribute definitions. Examples include products with high margin,
stoking issues with wholesalers, a higher number of complaints or
recalls recorded against them.

Allows trading partners to reconcile and report on sales numbers
which enables business users to do statistical modelling to
identify high performing traders for defining future B2B
engagement strategies.  
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